Algebraix Welcomes Esteemed Industry Leaders To Advisory Board

**AUSTIN, Texas, April 23, 2018** - Algebraix has assembled an accomplished team of advisors with a wide range of industry experience. The Algebraix Advisory Board is made up of experts from finance, media, and blockchain technology.

The Advisory Board members are the following:

- **Rob Gregory**, President of WhoSay, a Viacom company
- **Ichiro Minamikawa**, CEO at Cointed Japan, a multi-service blockchain company
- **Eric Ervin**, CEO of Reality Shares, Inc, creator of the first Blockchain ETF BLCN
- **Andrew Essex**, Co-founder and CEO of Droga5
- **Richard Li**, General Partner at Alphablock.com

Charles Silver, CEO of Algebraix commented, "We are fortunate to have such an elite group of advisors help us grow and establish a new media paradigm where individuals control their data and get paid from advertisers. It’s time to end data exploitation and this group of elite executive advisors can help Algebraix achieve its mission."

**About Algebraix.io**

Austin, Texas-based Algebraix is a leading media company empowering individuals with control over their personal data and putting revenue where it belongs: in the wallets of consumers. For more information, visit algebraix.io
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